
Agreed Minutes - Somerset Area Council meeting held 30th January 2010 
 
 
Present:  Ann Foxhuntley, Chair 
   Rod Porter, Secretary 
   Jean Mantle, Treasurer 
   Mary Henry, Footpath Secretary & Publicity Officer  
   Gus Halfhide, Membership Secretary (and RA Trustee) 
   Les Stather, Mendip Group 
   Brian & Esme Gosling, Sedgemoor Group                                    
   Ian Rendall & Ruth Goodland, South Somerset Group 
   Geoff Taylor, West Somerset Group  
   John Ollerenshaw, Taunton Deane Group 
   Marion Davies & Diane Smith, Woodspring Group 
   Diane Knight & Patrick McGreevy, Clevedon Group 
 
Members observed a minutes silence in memory of Owen Star who died suddenly in 
New Zealand earlier this month. Owen was a stalwart of Mendip Group and of Area and 
will be much missed. 
             
1. Apologies:  Tony Goverd, President  
   Roger Conway, Vice-Chair 
   Edward Levy, Newsletter Editor 
   Carleton Earl, Area Footpath Adviser 
   Guy Emery, S.W.A.G. 
   
2. Minutes of meeting held 24th October 2009: Agreed. 
 
3. Matters arising: None.   
 
4. Reports: Written reports (attached herewith) were distributed ahead of the meeting 
and the following relates to either an update or to discussion arising. 
a. Secretary: Discussion took place on a suitable walk in Somerset for the proposed 
guidebook commemorating Ramblers 75th Anniversary. AGREED that this be 
progressed by John Ollerenshaw. 
Rod has received enquiries re producing letterheads and compliment slips. This can be 
done by downloading the Ramblers logo, etc but AGREED that a quote be obtained from 
Wessex Malthouse for consideration. 
b. Treasurer: AGREED that Somerset Area makes a contribution of £50 towards the 
costs of the 2010 Wessex Wanderer Walks. 
With the sad loss of Owen plus John Westcott standing down, we need to change the 
authorised signatories on Area‟s account with Unity Trust Bank. AGREED that (i) all 
cheques and payment instructions up to £100 be signed the Treasurer alone and (ii) all 
cheques and payment instructions over £100 be signed by any two of the following three 
officers - Treasurer, Secretary, Membership Secretary.   
The necessary form will be completed and, as part of this, Unity Trust Bank requires 
Area to formally pass the following mandate - 
 It was resolved that: 
 1. Unity Trust Bank (“the Bank”) shall continue to act as Bankers for the account 
 detailed on Page 2 of this Change of Signatory Request Form; 



 2. The Bank‟s terms and conditions were produced at the meeting and were 
 approved; 

3. This Mandate for the operation of the bank account payment instructions and 
banking services is provided to the Bank and that amendments to the Mandate 
may be provided by any Committee member or any other officer of the 
organisation who is notified to the Bank as being authorised by the Committee to 
do so; 
4. The Bank is entitled to rely on this Mandate until it receives a later Mandate 
amending it; 
5. The Bank will be notified in writing of any change in Committee members of 
the organisation. 

AGREED and duly resolved. 
 We will shortly need to send a cheque to secure the Area Holiday booking. While the 
hotel is offering 70 places in all, AGREED that we limit payment to the 66 who have 
already booked and paid their deposit.  
c. Footpath Secretary: Because of the recent bad weather the Campaign Team‟s 
meeting has been postponed from 12th to the 26th January. Such meetings are „open‟ 
and any member interested in joining the Campaign Team should contact Mary Henry 
on 01823-333369 for further details.  
d. Membership Secretary: Gus will be sending full listings to Group Membership 
Secretaries on an interim basis. He can now split the PDF into individual Groups. 
The CRM system is much improved although there is still a problem with listings of „No 
Group‟ members and affiliated clubs.     
e. Countryside Secretary: On the subject of Hinkley Point, SCC‟s Rights of Way Team 
have started correspondence with EDF to make sure a wide consultation takes place re 
footpaths.  
Our thanks go to Shirley Jeffray, West Somerset Footpath Secretary, for attending and 
reporting back on EDF‟s consultation meetings.  
f. Publicity Officer: Nothing to add to written report. 
g. Access Officer: A member of Clevedon Group has expressed an interest in taking on 
this role. Rod will progress. 
 
5. General Concerns: 
a. Tom Franklin & Rodney Whitaker‟s Road Show at Bath - Diane reported that she and 
Marion attended and were the only two there from Groups in Somerset Area. 
Unfortunately the choice of venue was poor - very limited parking and a hot stuffy room 
with a maximum capacity of just 25 people. 
The 5 p.m. start time was also questioned as it prevented many from attending. It was 
then stated that Tom and Rodney would have to leave promptly at 7 p.m. to catch a train 
back to London. Quite understandable but not very diplomatic. 
Finance was the dominant issue and everyone was amazed to learn that historically the 
Ramblers had set a deficit budget and worked on an average of previous donations and 
legacies to make up the difference. When these dramatically failed to materialise last 
year, urgent reductions in outgoings had to be made.    
These included the move from paper to electronic communication. The decision was 
apparently made on the strength of a survey through Walk magazine (80% in favour) 
and little regard was given to the low level of response. That certainly raised a lot of flak! 
The CRM system also came in for criticism. However, things are getting better and the 
rate of dealing with membership issues has definitely improved and will continue to do 
so.   



Our overall impression was that the time spent had been useful. Tom and Rodney 
seemed genuine in listening to and taking in the many comments raised and, to provide 
a bit of balance, there was perhaps too much negativity from some members present.   
b. Updates from the Concerned Ramblers and the South West Chairs - The Concerned 
Ramblers have gathered momentum and their steering committee is working on a 
number of motions they hope to progress through to General Council. Full details can be 
found at www.concernedramblers.web.officelive.com 
There has been no meeting of South West Chairs since last September. 
c. Concerns arising in the last two months - Despite an assurance that Central Office 
would respond to e-mails within 10 working days, this has not been fully achieved and a 
few continue to go completely unanswered. 
Rod was concerned that the move to electronic communication can in some cases 
require additional time and effort and also cause confusion as to „who needs to know 
what‟. There are instances of information being duplicated and various requests to Area 
Chairmen and Secretaries to „cascade‟ information to other members.  
 
6. Area AGM:  
a. Nominations for office - The following are willing to seek re-election: 
Ann - Chair; Roger - Vice Chair; Rod - Secretary; Jean - Treasurer, Gus - Membership, 
and Edward - Newsletter. 
However, both Rod and Jean gave notice that, unless progress is made in the next 12 
months towards resolving current concerns, this will then be their last term in office. 
On the downside, Area will need to find volunteers for the following positions:  
Footpath Secretary and Publicity Officer (Mary not seeking re-election) 
Countryside Officer (John Westcott standing down) 
Access Officer (continuing vacancy) 
b. Guest Speaker - Gus will give members an insight into his first 12 months as a 

member of the Board of Trustees. He will outline the role of a Trustee, detail some 
recent successes, provide an update on how financial and other problems are being 
addressed and, at the end, take questions from the floor. 
c. Other volunteer roles - We also need volunteers to take on the tasks that Owen 

previously did so well, i.e., arranging the Area holiday and managing the Area website. 
As a one-off, Mendip Group will take on responsibility for completing arrangements for 
the Eastbourne holiday in September. This is very much appreciated and Area 
recognises the urgent need to consider future holiday plans. 
Mendip Group committee will also be discussing the situation re both their own and the 
Somerset Ramblers website. It seems that access for update, etc. is possible and we 
look forward to hearing further on this. 
d. Area newsletter - At previous AGMs, the Somerset Rambler newsletter has been 

available for distribution. However, following comment received last year, Edward has 
decided to delay printing until after the AGM so that a brief report can be included. He 
will therefore be contacting Groups to arrange delivery in the second half of February. 
   
7. General Council: 
a. Any proposal(s) to be put forward by Area - None. 
b. Nominations to attend as Area delegates - AGREED that the names of Rod Porter 
and Diane Smith be put forward at the Area AGM. 
c. Proposed motion from West Wilts Group - We have been asked to second the 

following motion to General Council following its acceptance by Wiltshire Area:  
General Council welcomes the assurances given in the reply, dated 2nd 
November 2009 to members of the Concerned Ramblers Group, by 



the Chairman of the Board of Trustees. Council particularly applauds the 
proposal to widen the election of Trustees to all members of Ramblers' 
Association and urges that the concept of 'one member - one vote' be 
implemented as soon as possible so that the Ramblers Association can truly 
claim to be a fully-democratic organisation. 

The general feeling was that this would not provide any real improvement on current 
procedure and would in fact lead to a number of new problems. AGREED that Somerset 
Area felt unable to second the motion 
 
8. Group Reports: The attached reports were distributed ahead of the meeting and 
were accepted without discussion.  
 
9. Items for discussion at the next meeting on 27th March: The main item will be 
considering the motions going to General Council. These are due to be sent to Area 
Secretaries on 9th March and hopefully all Area Council members will have sufficient 
time to read through them before our discussions on the 27th. 
 
 
The Chairman declared the meeting closed at 12.10 p.m. 

  
 
 
 
 
    
ATTACHMENTS 
 
Officer Reports 
 
Reports from Groups 
 
 
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OFFICER REPORTS - January 2010 
 
 
SECRETARY 
 
On 23rd December I received the following e-mail from Ruth Somerville, the Media 
Manager at Central Office: 
 
 ‘We‟ve just had some fantastic news. It‟s almost certain that Collins will be 
 publishing a high quality guidebook in September 2010 to commemorate the 
 Ramblers 75th Anniversary. 
 It will contain 75 walks. We'd love to include one route from every Ramblers area, 
 and some general routes which are connected to the Ramblers' history and 
 achievements (Pennine Way, Cotswold Way etc). We plan that each walk will 
 consist of a detailed route, a map, one sentence of walk description, and a 
 paragraph on the significance of the walk to the Ramblers. 
 FOR ACTION: We would be delighted if every area would contribute one walk. 
 The only criteria is that the walk is of real significance locally; it could be an LDP 
 created by a group/Area (preferably a favourite section); a walk opened up by the 
 group; a favourite Ramblers route; a walk on access land; the site of a 
 particularly significant Ramblers campaign or victory. Generally they should be 
 under 15 miles, but this is a rule of thumb and shouldn‟t exclude you from 
 submitting something important which is longer.‟      
 
We have to respond by 31st January with outline details, i.e., grid references re start and 
finish points, the length of the walk, a rough route description (say 200 words) and why 
the walk is significant to the Ramblers. One option would be to choose a route from an 
existing Ramblers‟ walks book. 
 
I appreciate that your Group AGMs have brought some changes of officers and that 
these have been advised to Central Office. However, these changes are not forwarded 
to me as Area Secretary and, although I have asked Central Office to pass on details, 
there has been no response from them. I will chase again but, if unsuccessful, I will set 
up a similar Area form and e-mail this to Group Secretaries for completion and return. 
My apologies for the additional work but getting any volunteer information from Central 
Office is like pulling teeth. 
 
 
TREASURER 
 
Our Budget request for 2009/10 was agreed by Central Office and I have received the 
first half of £2571.50. The balance should be paid in April. 
  
The accounts and end of year reports for the year ended 30.9.09 for area and all groups 
were submitted on time and so far there have been no queries on these. 
  
We gave £200 towards the expenses of the Wessex Wanderer Walks last year and I 
have been asked by Norman Browne if we will contribute £50 for 2010. I would like the 
Committee's approval to this. 

Jean Mantle 
 



 
FOOTPATH SECRETARY 
 
Path problems: It is important that problems are reported to the highway authority quickly 
and in the early stages. Group Footpath Secretaries and walk leaders are well placed to 
come across footpath problems. 
The Area Footpath Committee has produced a general guideline and report forms which 
Group Footpath Secretaries have. And Carl Earl has written up detailed steps for using 
Somerset County Council‟s on-line database. Complaints need to be followed up for 
when dealt with. 
 
Somerset Footpath Campaign: We are still awaiting the proposed budget figures for the 
year 2010/11. Apart from the low budget base for Rights of Way we need to be alert to 
the implications of the ending of agency agreements with Mendip and South Somerset 
District Councils on 31st March. The length of rights of way that Somerset County 
Council will be responsible for, will more than double. Apart from the costs of 
maintenance etc. there are important staff issues with the District Councils having made 
various staff in-puts. I understand that the County Council has put a freeze on all staff 
vacancies. 
Our Campaign Team meets next week and matters to consider include a further 
approach to the Cabinet Member; a press release; an approach to all parliamentary 
candidates with the coming election, and the involvement of members.  
Whilst endeavouring to communicate with our members via Somerset Rambler, timings 
may not coincide. It is recommended that, if necessary, a separate mailing to members 
is agreed. 
Representatives of the Campaign Team will meet with Somerset County Council staff in 
February to pursue issues including those agreed at the August meeting with the 
Cabinet Member. 
Central Office gives guidance and support - through Adrian Morris. David Murray left the 
Ramblers early December. On behalf of the Campaign Team I sent him a card with 
thanks for all his help. 
 
North Somerset Campaign: Footpath Secretaries of both Clevedon and Woodspring 
Groups have requested some campaigning of candidates with coming local elections. It 
is recommended that Area agrees in principle to a North Somerset Footpath mini-
campaign.  
Steps to be taken would include asking Clevedon and Woodspring Groups if they wish to 
campaign; seeking guidance and support from Central Office; determining when local 
elections likely, and deciding how to manage. 
I would be willing to spearhead with input from concerned Group members and Area 
Council. 
 
Officer changes: Four Group Footpath Secretaries have retired and three replaced. 
Woodspring Group is still looking for a Footpath Secretary. 
I will not be standing for re-election as Area Footpath Secretary at the Area AGM. 
However, if no successor is found, I am willing to remain in post to early summer.  
Carl Earl is agreeable to remaining as Area Footpath Assistant.  

Mary Henry 
 

 
 



MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY 
 
Please see the attached files: 
 
Excel document re membership figures 
 
Adobe PDF re the new style of monthly membership update 

Gus Halfhide 
 
 

COUNTRYSIDE SECRETARY 

 
I included the following text in Area‟s Annual Report: 
After a number of years filling this post and becoming something of an expert on wind 
farm issues, John Westcott has decided not to stand for re-election. 
A successor is therefore required and, to quote from the job description, we are looking 
for someone „to find out about developments that effect the walking environment and 
surrounding countryside, through local information sources such as the local planning 
authority, and through communications received from central office, and contact with 
local groups (both Ramblers and other highway users).‟ 
While John was largely involved re wind farm applications, his successor will have a 
watching brief over proposals such as Hinkley Point and the Severn Barrage. 
If this is something that might interest you, further details can be obtained on the 
Ramblers website (www.ramblers.org.uk/volunteers) or from me on 01823 - 321783. 
 
On the subject of Hinkley Point do Area Council members feel we should become more 
involved? Roger Conway has commented that whilst EDF are trying very hard to 
communicate with the local communities, they seem to have missed the importance of 
Rights of Way. Apparently they will be talking to Stogursey Parish Council about the 
impact the project will have on footpaths but should this consultation be at a higher and 
wider level? 

Rod Porter 
 

PUBLICITY OFFICER 

 
Activity has centred around the national Festival of Winter Walks with pre-Christmas 
press releases. 
 
Central Office has sent a Fact Sheet for the Ramblers‟ 75th Anniversary this year. This 
guidance has been sent for Areas and Groups. 
 
Areas and Groups are being asked to select a number of themes throughout the year, 
e.g., history; getting people walking; places to walk; and volunteering.  
Suggestions include taking part in a Baton Relay; Get Walking Day in May with walks to 
be less than 5 miles; Festival of Winter Walks 26th December to 3rd January, and 
Ramblers‟ merchandise. 
 
Central Office is looking for events to showcase the work of Ramblers and there is a 
special prize to the Group that recruits the most new members.    
 



Finally, I will not be standing for re-election as Publicity Officer at the Area AGM and will 
be relinquishing being the named Recruitment Contact and Media Contact for the Area. 

Mary Henry 
 
 

ACCESS OFFICER 
 
CRoW access land: In November I distributed Kate Conto‟s draft paper on the Ramblers‟ 
policy and priorities for the decadal review of maps in England. Many thanks for the 
comments received which have now been forwarded to Kate and duly acknowledged. 
Natural England is due to set out this month the expected timescale for the review; their 
plans for stakeholder engagement, and their views on the legal requirements of review, 
e.g., is an appeals process necessary. 
 
Coastal access: Natural England has already started consulting publicly on the scheme 
it intends to use for implementing the Marine and Coastal Access Act. This is so that the 
necessary requirements can get past parliament before a general election is upon us. 
Regular updates on coastal access can now be found on www.ramblers.org.uk/volunteer 
 
Access land between Dunster and Wootton Courtney: At our last meeting I mentioned 
receipt of an anonymous letter alleging that access was to be denied. I subsequently 
contacted Natural England and received the following reply -  
„The area of Heathland between Dunster and Wootton Courtenay is a Site of Special 
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and Natural England have been set a Public Service 
Agreement (PSA) of getting 95% of SSSI‟s into recovering or favourable condition by the 
end of 2010.  At present this site is in unfavourable condition due to the loss of the 
Heathland habitat which is down to the encroachment of scrub.  To revert this loss 
adequate measures need to be put in place to prevent the site reverting back to 
secondary woodland and thus losing the important open areas for Heathland and the 
open views that at present is enjoyed by users.  
Contrary to newspaper reports the site is important in many ways.  The Lowland Heath 
habitat that runs along the ridge is rare and in the British Isles is only found in South 
Wales and in fragmented pockets along the South Coast.  Since the 19th century there 
has been a loss of 86% of this habitat.   Lowland Heathland also supports a large 
number of rare or range-restricted species of plant, invertebrate, bird and reptile, and so 
is a very important landscape for the conservation of biodiversity. This is not just 
restricted to the management of the Heath Fritillary Butterfly but also birds such as the 
Nightjar and the Dartford Warbler.  Any  management that we may propose will address 
all these aspects. Importantly, at present Natural England are exploring a range of 
approaches to improve the management of this site, with the landowners, to stop the 
decline in the condition of this site.  Once some firm proposals have been put together 
there will be a lengthy consultation period where all interested parties will be well 
informed and have the opportunity to comment on all proposals.  I must emphasise that 
access to the site will not be restricted and we will need to work closely with the National 
Park Authority and all interested parties to ensure this is the case.  Access to the 
countryside is an important aspect to Natural England‟s work and continual enjoyment 
by all on this site will be a priority.‟  

Rod Porter 

 

 



GROUP REPORTS - January 2010 
 
 
MENDIP 
 
The self booking weekend in Swanage was a great success and we are starting to plan 
the August bank holiday weekend festival at Nunney.  
 
The Group has a new chairman, vice chair, secretary, and walk programme organiser. 

Les Stather 
 
 
SEDGEMOOR 
 
There has been a full programme of walks and, despite the wet conditions in November, 
these were well supported and enjoyed. 
 
The Coleridge Way - In November the first stage of a four part linear walk was 
completed successfully. The remaining three stages will be completed in 2010. 
 
Our AGM saw all posts filled for the coming year.  We have decided to keep the Area 
representative post on a rota basis so that committee members have the opportunity to 
attend and report back. Last year this worked well and gave those who attended a 
chance to view what is happening at Area meetings.  
All of the officers elected are looking forward to an interesting and full 2010. 
 
The annual Christmas lunch was well supported with 50 members attending and the 
yearly Sedgemoor Ramblers‟ Order of the Boot was awarded to Jenny Fawle for 
„Foreign Correspondence‟ in organising a Paris trip and a Turkey holiday in 2009. 
The Order of the Boot was first awarded in 1988 and has since been awarded annually 
to a person or persons who have worked hard and made a difference to the group.  
 
We are all looking forward to some excellent walking in 2010 and Happy New Year to 
everyone. 

Tony Fawle 
 
 
SOUTH SOMERSET 
 
Activities of note over the past few weeks have included a walk on 27th. December 2009 
which formed our contribution to the Festival of Winter Walks.  There were a number of 
visitors who joined the walk and it remains to be seen how many will choose to become 
members of The Ramblers. 
The Group had a Christmas lunch on 10th. December at a pub in Yeovil after both a 
grade „C‟ and a grade „D‟ morning walk terminated there. The event was over booked 
with a waiting list and 70 actually attended. 

     Ian Rendall 
 
 
 
 



WEST SOMERSET 
 
We held our AGM at the end of November followed by a walk in the rain. We have 
managed to fill all the posts but are hoping to recruit some younger members to the 
Committee during the current year. 
 
We have experimented with some medium walks between a whole day and a half day 
and these have been quite successful. 

Ann Foxhuntley 
 
 
TAUNTON DEANE 
 

 A successful AGM in November saw the election of existing and new members into key    
 committee posts. Chairman David Holland recognised the reluctance of many 
 members to undertake the unknown commitment of a committee post and he and the 
 2008/2009 committee have endorsed the policy of identifying potential understudies for 
 committee members wishing to resign after years in their posts. 
  
 An illustrated talk on rambling in the Western Cape was well received at the end of the 
 meeting and definitely gave members who were jaded from cold wet days of winter 
 rambling, food for thought. 
 
 Friday evening walks around Taunton culminating in a pub meal have continued to be well
 supported as was the pre-Christmas meal and entertainment at Halway Manor on the edge 
 of the Quantocks. A post-Christmas meal at Taunton‟s rugby club takes place on 10th 

 January. 
  
 The Walk book project is at last nearing completion. With a budget finally agreed, last 
 walks being checked for errors over the Christmas period and mapping now in hand, 
 consideration for final details and advertising are in the frame. Publication in March with a 
 special offer to rambler members and other walking groups is now the firm intention. 

John Ollerenshaw 
 
 
WOODSPRING 
 
We were once again very pleased with the attendance at our AGM.  A good walk took 
place before the meeting, walkers returning to the usual variety of tasty soups. We sadly 
accepted the resignation of Pat and Eddy Hicks from our committee. Both have given an 
enormous amount of time and commitment to the Group.  Pat will be greatly missed from 
her role as Minuting Secretary but will still lead walks and help in any way she can.  
Eddy will be enormously difficult to replace and so far no-one has stepped forward to fill 
his shoes as Footpath Secretary. His commitment and vast local knowledge has been 
invaluable in this demanding role. We must now wait and see if our pleas for a 
replacement meet with success. 
 
We are increasingly optimistic that our footpath maintenance team will be in action by 
the Spring. Martin Raines is taking the lead for the group though progress with North 
Somerset Council has been slow. A recent email from the Chair of the Friends of the 
Community Forest Path has offered to volunteer in any maintenance we do as he has 



got together a group to work on the Community Forest Path. North Somerset Council 
has indicated they cannot work with the Community Forest Path team until they have 
assessed the success of the Woodspring Ramblers team. 
 
With this report being written in mid December we are looking forward to our usual 
Christmas walks and our Festival of Winter Walks one on January 3rd. These will be 
followed by our contribution to the baton exchanging walks programme celebrating the 
Ramblers 75th anniversary. Our secretary Diane Smith is leading a walk in the 
Glastonbury area and has plenty of ideas for some fun additions to the walk! 
 
Plans are in hand for 2010 with a weekend of walks in the Cotswolds in May to start our 
project for the Cotswold Way. This to be followed later in the year with a week‟s walking 
based in Dolgellau. 
 
With three of our walk leaders soon to retire from full employment we are very pleased to 
be benefiting from their „spare‟ time with an increased number of midweek day walks 
during the coming year. 

Marion Davies 
 
 
CLEVEDON 
 
Our AGM was held on Saturday 14 November 2009 and, due to a minor hiccup, the 
venue was changed to a pub in Clevedon, which  added a little light relief to the 
occasion.    
 
A thread running through the Meeting was the general concern at the problems being 
experienced by Central Office.   The change to electronic communication was greeted 
unfavourably  by some and the failure of CO to provide accurate membership details led 
to a change in Membership Secretary. Trevor Pearce was welcomed as he took on the 
role.  
 
The financial report which was circulated later added to the concerns. 
 
We had four walks programmed for the Festival of Winter Walks, though we had no new 
walkers on the Christmas Holiday walks. 
 
Our contribution to the Baton Relay will be held on Sunday 17 January, visiting  Berkeley 
– the area of historical interest with its past residency by Edward II, Elizabeth I and 
Edward Jenner and continuing to this day, the Berkeley family.   My curiosity about the 
promised BATON which would be provided by Central Office was satisfied with the 
arrival, in the post, of a large balloon and a straw to use to inflate it. 
 
We again enjoyed a Christmas Supper at the Little Harp in Clevedon and we have 
another Beetle drive planned for the 27 February. 
 
We have a full walks programme for each weekend in the current programme and we 
will continue to hold KOPO (keep our paths open) walks on the first Thursday of each 
month. These walks are plotted on paths, in our area, that are not normally walked and 
provide an opportunity to report on any problems. 
 



A significant number of our members have opted for an electronic copy of future 
programmes, having been given the option with the current programme.  This will 
obviously reduce the cost of printing in the future. 

Di Knight 
 
 
S.W.A.G. - No report received. 
 
 
LEGS EXPLORE 
 

A letter has been sent to Group Secretaries asking if interested in extending 
programmes to include special family events. Legs Explore continues to receive 
enquiries. 
 
Lessons learned from 6 - 7 years of this group will gladly be shared. And individual 
group members have contributed much to the programmes over the years. More local 
events are needed by families. 
 
The future of Legs Explore will depend on the response of groups. 

Mary Henry 

 


